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Webinar Outline 
ISB Global Services along with our sister 
companies AFIMAC Global and ASAP Secured are 
happy to advise that our service agreement with 
CAMIC has been renewed for a further term.  This 
webinar is intended to provide all CAMIC members 
an overview of the benefits, services and 
significant savings contained in the agreement.

• ISB is North America’s information sourcing 
leader serving the Canadian insurance 
industry and the pre-employment 
background screening market in Canada and 
the United States

• AFIMAC Global is a leader in the 
investigative industry, with resources located 
in all major centres across Canada

• We provide social media/online 
investigations, surveillance, witness 
statements as well as investigative research 
services

• ASAP Secured is a leading provider of 
security services that include guarding, event 
and loss prevention services and fire scene 
security with national coverage

Topics Discussed
• CAMIC Agreement Highlights
• Overview of ISB, ASAP & AFIMAC 
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Space is Limited. 
Reserve your webinar seat now at:

Maeve Davis
VP Client Services, ISB Global Services

An outstanding leader with a deep wealth of insurance and risk management 
knowledge, Maeve brings 25 years of experience as a senior executive in the Canadian 
insurance industry. In her current role at ISB, she is responsible for driving growth while 
assisting customers across the continent meet the critical need for better efficiencies, 
cost-savings and accuracy in the processing of claims. Maeve is a Canadian accredited 
insurance broker, a designated Canadian risk manager, and a fellow of the Insurance 
Institute of Canada.

Jim Rovers
SVP Operations, AFIMAC Global

Mr. Rovers has been actively involved in the fields of security, investigations and labour 
dispute for nearly two decades. With a background in manufacturing engineering, he has 
assisted many Fortune 500 companies in the development of contingency plans 
regarding security, transportation and temporary staffing. He has worked extensively 
throughout Canada and the United States on investigation of theft and narcotic issues in 
the workplace.

Chris McClelland
North American Security Specialist, ASAP Secured

A great career track record in sales and service has prepared Christopher for his role as 
ASAP Customer Relationship Manager. Prior to joining ASAP Chris held a similar role 
with ISB Global Services, working closely with many of North America’s leading 
corporations as a single-source provider of documents and information. Christopher 
holds a BA in English and History from Lakehead University.
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